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Review of Mel & Josie of Birmingham

Review No. 95932 - Published 13 Feb 2010

Details of Visit:

Author: David Pussyhunter
Location 2: Constitution Hill
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 9 Feb 2010 1445h
Duration of Visit: 30mins.
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Blue Ice
Phone: 07818265018

The Premises:

Much-reported: ample dedicated or on-street parking; call the lift from the portico; ascend to 1st.
floor. Five or six rooms, of which one has been recently completely refurbed, with more mirrors than
Versailles (this last costs a premium of ?10). There's also a dom. area on a floor above.

The Lady:

Had Mel a few times before. As previous FRs describe, she's a girl-next-door, but quite tall, with
very long legs and a slim body; and the best bit is her large natural tits, which have fantastically
large brown areolae.

Josie is new to Blue Ice: elfin face, nicely shaped body and an utterly filthy disposition.

The Story:

On their entering the room - a large one, with a non-standard shape, which I much prefer for 2G
sessions, especially because of the position of its mirrors - I told Josie to drop to her knees and
suck cock while Mel did a sexy strip in front of one of the mirrors. They then both changed roles.
There was much dirty talk and encouragement, DFK with one while receiving OWO (?10 each on
top of the standard ?80), then turn about; then shagging with both in a variety of positions (and each
claiming to want it harder and harder); and, finally, a load shot all over four tits, held up to meet the
cream, while I stood at the end of the bed (and they sat, side by side) with one hot pussy against
each of my thighs.

A generously-timed massage to end, and on my way a highly satisfied (not to mention knackered)
punter.
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